
TROUBLE LIGHTS
Constructed from tough PVC, these lightweight lights feature flexible orange 
vinyl jackets that are easy to see. They won't mark floors or walls either. Lights 
also come with dual hook systems, which permit hanging by their guard or 
handle, and 25' SJTW cords. Power switches and bulb cages are standard too 
(75 W maximum). UL listed. Orange.

Part No Description
691SW Trouble Light w/ Metal Guard & Outlet, 16/3 ga
201SW Trouble Light w/ Plastic Guard, 18/2 ga

CORD-O-LITE™ LIGHT STRING
A durable indoor/outdoor temporary lighting system, it has molded lamp sockets 
(10' apart), five lights, and coated metal guards. It accommodates A-23 bulbs (up 
to 150 W) and comes with a 50', 12/3 ga, SJTW cord and NEMA 5-15 plug and 
receptacle. NEC, OSHA Compliant, and UL listed. Black/Yellow.

Part No Description
7538SW Cord-O-Lite String

CONTRACTOR GRADE HALOGEN WORK LIGHT
Freestanding and portable, this light features all-metal construction with a 
waterproof On/Off switch and 500 W bulb. It also uses a 3', 18/3 ga, SJTW, 
cord with a NEMA 5-15P plug configuration. Other standard features include 
tempered glass, a Shadow Fighter® grill frame, easy-grip adjustment nuts, and 
a comfort-grip heavy-duty handle. 14" high. UL listed. 8000 lumens. Orange.

Part No Description
L33SW Halogen Work Light

CONTRACTOR GRADE TWIN HEAD HALOGEN 
WORK LIGHT
Offering detachable twin heads, this light features all-metal construction with 
two waterproof On/Off switches and two 500 W bulbs. It also uses a 5', 18/3 
ga, SJTW cord with a NEMA 5-15P plug configuration. Other features include 
a bulb storage tube, a twin telescoping tripod stand (68" max), a sled base for 
the detachable heads, and a Shadow Fighter® grill frame. Easy-grip adjustment 
nuts and comfort-grip handles are standard as well. UL listed. 20,000 lumens. 
Black/Copper.

Part No Description
L14SLEDSW Twin Head Work Light
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